Scottsdale High School – Bikes Program

The program has seen four students permanently connected with the program, with other students placing their name forward, completing goal sheets to enable them to join the program on a two week cycle. On the program, students have begun enquiring about old bikes that we can use and restore to donate to those less fortunate.

Students have researched restoration techniques and created an order form, resulting in a trip to collect equipment from the local hardware store. Students are included in the maintenance of the bikes, budgeting and ordering of any equipment. Students have been enjoying the physical fitness associated with the program, using videos to research turning techniques to improve their performance.

Social skills are pivotal across all walks of life and during the program students are required to communicate effectively with each other as well as members of the public.

We are currently developing a partnership with our local council to enable us to utilise their equipment and specialist skills in relation to the creation and upkeep of the Derby Mountain bike tracks.